Neural evidence for compromised motor imagery in right hemiparetic cerebral palsy
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INTRODUCTION

In our daily lives we often perform actions, such as drinking from a cup or grasping a cup to catch a fly, without giving the underlying processes involved much further thought. Only in the case of action planning deficits do the need to anticipate the consequences of our actions becomes unmistakably clear (Steenbergen et al., 2009). For instance, grasping a cup to catch a fly requires the selection of a different handgrip than grasping a cup to drink (i.e., a failure to select the appropriate inverted handgrip would result in smashing the fly, rather than catching it). As the example illustrates we often plan our actions ahead, based on the desired outcome or the end-state of the action (Rosenbaum et al., 1992).

Recent studies indicate that individuals with hemiparetic cerebral palsy (HCP), in addition to having problems with motor execution (Bax et al., 2005), are characterized by action planning deficits as well (Steenbergen and Gordon, 2006; Steenbergen et al., 2009). For instance, in contrast to controls who adapted the start posture of their hand to the upcoming movement (Rosenbaum et al., 1992), individuals with HCP had a preference to use a comfortable start position, also when this resulted in an awkward end posture (Mutsaarts et al., 2005; Craje et al., 2010). In addition, it has been found that participants with HCP often failed to anticipate the fingertip forces required for smoothly grasping an object (Duff and Gordon, 2003). Other studies indicate that in people with HCP grasping kinematics toward the target object were – in contrast to control participants – not influenced by later task demands (Steenbergen et al., 2004; Chen and Yang, 2007). Several studies have indicated that action planning deficits are especially apparent in right-sided HCP (i.e., impairment of the right side of the body; Mutsaarts et al., 2007; Craje et al., 2009), in line with the proposed role of the left hemisphere in action planning (Haaland and Harrington, 1996; Vingerhoets, 2008).

Problems with action planning may be related to difficulties with motor imagery, i.e., the ability to use an internal simulation of bodily movements without over motor execution to predict the consequences of an upcoming action (Jeannerod and Frak, 1999; Johnson, 2000). As the example with the cup illustrates, we often plan our actions ahead based on the desired outcome of the action. Anticipatory action planning likely requires the use of a forward model of the upcoming action that takes into account the final goal of the action and the movement constraints of the body. The involvement of motor imagery in action planning is corroborated by several studies showing that motor imagery activates comparable brain areas as used during action planning and execution (e.g., Zacks, 2008). In addition, computational approaches have underlined the importance of internal forward models for motor control as well (Wolpert, 1997). Accordingly, action planning deficits in individuals with HCP may be related to an impaired ability to use motor imagery.

Motor imagery is often studied by using Parson’s classical hand rotation paradigm in which participants judge the laterality of pictures, representing left or right hands in different rotation angles (Parsons, 1994). Typically, reaction times and error rates increase as a function of the rotation angle of the stimulus, suggesting that participants engage in a cognitive process of mental
rotation. In line with the notion of a compromised motor imagery ability in individuals with HCP, Mutsaarts et al. (2007) showed a linear increase in reaction times as a function of rotation angle in participants with left HCP but not in participants with right HCP, suggesting that motor imagery may be specifically impaired in right HCP. However, other studies have failed to replicate these findings, showing a linear reaction time increase for both control and HCP participants (Steenbergen et al., 2007; Martins et al., 2009). In sum, the evidence that action planning deficits in CP arise due to problems with motor imagery is still inconclusive.

One possible explanation for the apparent discrepancy between the different studies may be that reaction times only reflect the outcome of the cognitive process of performing the task (identifying whether a stimulus represents a left or a right hand) rather than the motor imagery process itself. Because overall participants with HCP respond relatively slowly, it is unclear at what stage the motor imagery process is disrupted (e.g., initial recognition of hand orientation, mental rotation of hands, or response selection). Because of its high temporal resolution, electroencephalogram (EEG) provides an excellent opportunity to capture the time course of motor imagery and can thereby provide better insight in the functional and neural dynamics of motor imagery in CP. Previous studies have indicated that the mental hand rotation task implicitly triggers a motor imagery process, as evidenced by the sensitivity of reaction times to postural constraints (Parsons, 1994; de Lange et al., 2006) and by neuroimaging studies showing increased activation in parietal and supplementary motor areas during execution of this task (for review, see de Lange et al., 2008b). A robust finding in EEG studies on the mental hand rotation task is the rotation-related negativity (RRN), which is a parietal negative slow wave that is stronger for rotated compared to upright stimuli (for review, see Heil, 2002). Typically, the stronger parietal negativity for rotated compared to upright hand stimuli is interpreted as a neural correlate of the actual mental rotation process, likely reflecting a stronger activation of the parietal cortex for rotated stimuli (Wijers et al., 1989; Heil, 2002; Thayer and Johnson, 2006; Rieckmans and Jagla, 2008). Accordingly, impaired motor imagery of participants with right-sided HCP may be reflected in a reduced and/or delayed RRN.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**PARTICIPANTS**

A total of 20 participants participated in the study. The group consisted of 10 participants diagnosed with right HCP (left brain damage, three females, mean age = 18.3 years, SD = 1.2 years) and 10 neurologically healthy control participants (two males, mean age = 19.7 years, SD = 2.2 years). Participants with HCP were recruited via their school (a school for special education Mariëndaël in Arnhem, the Netherlands), or via the Dutch society of parents of physically disabled children (“BOSK”). Only limited individual information on the individual neuropathology and the brain areas affected was available. To obtain insight in the clinical picture of each participant, relevant tests were performed related to hand function. Hand function was analyzed using an ANOVA repeated measures analysis with Hand

**Experimental procedure**

Participants were seated in an electrically and sound-shielded room in front of a computer screen and the participants’ left hand rested on a button box with two response keys. At the beginning of each trial a fixation cross was presented for 2–3 s, followed by the presentation of a line drawing of a left or a right hand in varying degrees of rotation. Participants were instructed to indicate whether the picture on the screen represented a left or a right hand, by pressing the left or the right response key of the button box with their left hand. After the participant responded, the picture was replaced by a fixation cross, indicating the start of the next trial. At the beginning of the experiment we checked carefully if each participant correctly understood the task, by presenting several example stimuli and asking the participant to verbally report the laterality of the hand observed. Laterality of the hand, view of the hand and rotation of the hand was varied randomly from trial to trial. Participants completed two experimental blocks, which consisted of 200 trials. Between blocks the participant rested. In total each subject performed 400 trials (2 hands × 2 views × 10 rotation angles × 10 repetitions) which took about 60 min. The experiment was controlled by a computer running Presentation 12.2.09 (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, USA) and markers for stimulus onset and the participant’s responses were sent to a separate computer used for EEG recording.

**EEG measurements**

The EEG was recorded using 61 active electrodes that were placed in an actiCAP (Brain Products, Munich, Germany). Electrode positions were based on the M-10 Equidistant 61-Channel-Arrangement, with an inter-electrode distance of 37 ± 3 mm (given a head circumference of 58 cm). All electrodes were referenced to the left mastoid online and re-referenced offline to the linked mastoids. The impedance of the electrodes was kept below 10 kOhm. EEG and EOG signals were amplified using two 32-channel BrainAmp DC EEG amplifiers. The signal was sampled at 500 Hz and filtered online with an 80-Hz high cut-off filter and a 10-s time constant.

**Data analysis**

Trials with incorrect responses or trials in which the reaction time exceeded the participant’s mean by more than three standard deviations were excluded from analysis. Reaction times were analyzed using an ANOVA repeated measures analysis with Hand
Event-related potentials (ERPs) were calculated relative to the onset of the picture from −200 to 800 ms (using a 100-ms pre-stimulus baseline). Trials with movement artifacts were excluded from analysis on the basis of careful visual inspection of the raw data. Ocular artifacts were corrected using a semi-automatic correction procedure based on the algorithm of Gratton et al. (1983). To increase the signal-to-noise ratio for the ERP analysis, stimuli with different rotation angles were collapsed in two different categories: stimuli with a small rotation angle (0°, 40°, 75°, 285°, and 320°) and stimuli with a large rotation angle (110°, 145°, 180°, 215°, and 250°). In line with previous neuroimaging studies on mental rotation, data was pooled over stimuli viewed from the backside and from the palm side (cf. Helmich et al., 2007, 2009; de Lange et al., 2008a). For each individual subject ERPs were calculated separately for left- and right-hand stimuli and for stimuli with a small and a large rotation angle, resulting in a total of 100 repetitions per condition. Grand average ERPs were obtained by averaging the data across participants for the individual stimuli.

To test for statistical significance, individual ERPs were exported over the time-interval and electrodes of interest. ERPs were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA with the factors Hand (Left, Right), Rotation angle (Small: 0°, 40°, 75°, 320°, and 285°; Large: 110°, 145°, 180°, 215°, and 250°) and Hemisphere (Left, Right) as within-subjects factors and Group (HCP participants, control participants) as between-subjects factor.

### RESULTS

#### BEhavioral RESULTS

Participant information is provided in Table 1. As can be seen, for three HCP participants performance of the affected hand approached or even outperformed the unaffected hand. One possibility is that these participants, that were relatively mildly impaired, compensated for their motor deficits by using an alternative strategy (e.g., moving the trunk instead of the arm; Michaelsen et al., 2004). Compensatory motor strategies in HCP patients are typically reflected in a different kinematic profile (Michaelsen et al., 2004; Raghavan et al., 2010). Although the present task was probably too insensitive to pick up these subtle differences, it still provided a general measure to differentiate HCP patients according to the severity of their motor impairments.

During the experiment, participants were required to judge whether the presented picture was a left or a right hand, irrespective of its rotation angle or whether the palm or the back of the hand was shown. Analysis of the error rates showed that participants made more errors with increased rotation angle, $F(5, 14) = 4.9$, $p < 0.01$ (see Figure 1). Participants were equally proficient in judging rotated images of left hands (error rate: 4.0 ± 1.4%) and right hands (error rate: 4.1 ± 1.5%). No difference was found in error rates between control participants (error rate: 4.3 ± 1.0%) and HCP participants (error rate: 11.2 ± 4.9%).

Reaction times increased with increasing rotation angle, $F(5, 14) = 10.4$, $p < 0.001$ (see Figure 1). No significant difference was found in reaction times between the rotation of left and right hands [mean RT left hands: 2061 ms, mean RT right hands: 2077 ms; $F(1, 18) < 1$]. An interaction between hand and group reflected that control participants were relatively faster in responding to right hand compared to left hand stimuli, whereas HCP participants were relatively faster in responding to left hand compared to right-hand stimuli, $F(1, 18) = 6.0$, $p < 0.05$ (see Figure 1). Overall, participants with HCP responded slower (mean RT = 2651 ms) than control participants (1487 ms), $F(1, 18) = 9.6$, $p < 0.01$.

### EVENT-RELATED POTENTIALS

The onset of the stimulus resulted in a pattern of visual components and slow waves. P1 (peak at 90 ms), N1 (peak at 130 ms), and N2 (peak at 280 ms) were found at bilateral occipital sites. P2 (peak at 180 ms) was found over frontal sites. From about 300 ms onward a positive slow wave developed that was found maximal above parietal cortex.

#### ERP effects of stimulus rotation

As can be seen in Figure 2, for both control and HCP participants, effects of stimulus rotation became apparent in a stronger parietal negativity for stimuli with a large compared to a small rotation angle (RRN). However, for control participants the RRN was observed from about 400 to 550 ms, whereas for hemiparetic participants the RRN was observed from about 550 to 700 ms. Because of these differences in timing two separate ANOVAs were conducted.

First, from 400 to 550 ms effects of stimulus rotation became apparent in a stronger RRN over parietal sites for stimuli with a large compared to a small rotation, $F(1, 18) = 9.5$, $p < 0.01$. An interaction between Group and Rotation indicated that the RRN was stronger for control compared to HCP participants in this early time-window, $F(1, 18) = 4.8$, $p < 0.05$ (see Figure 2).

Second, from 550 to 700 ms effects of stimulus rotation also became apparent in a RRN over parietal sites for stimuli with a large compared to a small rotation angle, $F(1, 18) = 6.9$, $p < 0.05$.
To directly compare the RRN between both groups, in an additional analysis the early RRN (400–550 ms) for control participants was compared with the late RRN (550–700 ms) for participants with HCP. A main effect of Group, $F(1,18) = 9.4$, $p < 0.01$, indicated that the early RRN for control participants was stronger than the late RRN for participants with HCP.

**Correlation analysis**

To investigate the relation between the severity of motor impairments and the ERP effects of motor imagery, a correlation analysis was conducted. Correlations were calculated between the RRN for left- and right-hand stimuli and hemiparetic participants’ scores on the Box and Blocks test and the Purdue Pegboard task. Only significant correlations will be reported.

As can be seen in Table 2, significant correlations were observed between the score on the Box and Blocks test and the early RRN for right-hand stimuli, for both the left hemisphere, $r = 0.712$, $p < 0.05$ and the right hemisphere, $r = 0.691$, $p < 0.05$. In addition, significant correlations were observed between the score on the Purdue Pegboard task and the early RRN for right-hand stimuli for the left hemisphere, $r = 0.646$, $p < 0.05$ and a marginally significant effect for the right hemisphere, $r = 0.601$, $p = 0.066$. These correlations reflect that participants that were only mildly impaired with their right hand showed a stronger early RRN for right-hand stimuli than participants that were more strongly impaired.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study we investigated the functional and neural dynamics of motor imagery in participants with right-sided HCP. Our findings support the notion that participants with HCP may be characterized by an impaired motor imagery process. First, participants with HCP responded slower to stimuli representing the affected compared to the unaffected hand. Second, the ERP data indicated a reduced and delayed RRN for HCP compared to control participants. Finally, participants that were relatively mildly impaired showed a stronger RRN during the mental rotation of right hands, than participants that were more severely impaired.

The behavioral data showed a linear increase in reaction times for stimuli with an increased rotation angle for both control and HCP participants, thereby replicating previous findings (Steenbergen et al., 2007; Martins et al., 2009). Overall, participants with HCP responded slower than control participants. In addition, participants with HCP responded relatively slower to stimuli representing right hands compared to left hands. These findings suggest that the mental rotation process is partly affected by the biomechanical constraints of the subject, with slower responding to stimuli representing the affected hand (cf. Mutsaarts et al., 2007). Thereby the behavioral data suggest that participants with HCP may be characterized by a compromised process of motor imagery.

Interestingly, left-handed control subjects appeared to respond faster to stimuli representing right hands than to left hands. Whereas for right-handed subjects typically a reaction time advantage has been observed for the mental rotation of the dominant hand (cf. Parsons, 1987; Gentilucci et al., 1998; Ionta et al., 2007), left-handed subjects did not show this reaction time advantage for the dominant hand (cf. Gentilucci et al., 1998; Ionta and Blanke, 2009). One possibility is that because many tools and objects are specifically designed for right-handed use, left-handed individuals may need to engage in more compensatory strategies.
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in onset compared to control participants. The RRN is a classical finding in mental rotation studies and likely reflects a stronger activation of the posterior parietal cortex for stimuli with an increased rotation angle (Wijers et al., 1989; Heil, 2002; Rieckensky and Jagla, 2008). Many studies have shown that the posterior parietal cortex is activated during motor imagery (for review, see Zacks, 2008). For instance, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) was found activated during the mental rotation of hands and activation in this area increased linearly for stimuli with increased rotation angle (de Lange et al., 2005). Accordingly, the reduced and delayed RRN for HCP participants may reflect an impaired motor imagery process in participants with HCP.

This suggestion is further supported by the finding that participants that were relatively mildly impaired with their right hand showed a stronger RRN during the mental rotation of right hands than participants that were more strongly impaired. This finding suggests that the motor imagery process is partly affected by the biomechanical constraints of the participant (see also Williams et al., 2008). Whereas previous behavioral studies using the mental hand rotation paradigm have provided only inconclusive evidence (Mutsaarts et al., 2007; Steenbergen et al., 2007; Martins et al., 2009), the present study likely reflects a

Table 2 | Correlation analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pearson’s $r$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Box and Blocks × RRN left hands LH</td>
<td>$-0.401$</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Box and Blocks × RRN left hands RH</td>
<td>$-0.142$</td>
<td>0.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Box and Blocks × RRN right hands LH</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Box and Blocks × RRN right hands RH</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Purdue Pegboard × RRN left hands LH</td>
<td>$-0.351$</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Purdue Pegboard × RRN left hands RH</td>
<td>$-0.092$</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Purdue Pegboard × RRN right hands LH</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio Purdue Pegboard × RRN right hands RH</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlations between the score on the Box and Blocks test and the Purdue Pegboard test and the rotation-related negativity (RRN) for left and right-hand stimuli. Correlations were calculated separately for electrodes overlying the left hemisphere (LH) and the right hemisphere (RH).

designed for right-handed people (e.g., video cameras, car keys etc.) left-handers are often forced to use their non-dominant hand, thereby possibly leading to greater bimanuality in left-handers.

At a neural level, both control and HCP participants showed a RRN during the mental rotation of hands. Interestingly, participants with HCP the RRN was reduced in amplitude and was delayed in onset compared to control participants. The RRN is a classical finding in mental rotation studies and likely reflects a stronger activation of the posterior parietal cortex for stimuli with an increased rotation angle (Wijers et al., 1989; Heil, 2002; Rieckensky and Jagla, 2008). Many studies have shown that the posterior parietal cortex is activated during motor imagery (for review, see Zacks, 2008). For instance, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) was found activated during the mental rotation of hands and activation in this area increased linearly for stimuli with increased rotation angle (de Lange et al., 2005). Accordingly, the reduced and delayed RRN for HCP participants may reflect an impaired motor imagery process in participants with HCP.

This suggestion is further supported by the finding that participants that were relatively mildly impaired with their right hand showed a stronger RRN during the mental rotation of right hands than participants that were more strongly impaired. This finding suggests that the motor imagery process is partly affected by the biomechanical constraints of the participant (see also Williams et al., 2008). Whereas previous behavioral studies using the mental hand rotation paradigm have provided only inconclusive evidence (Mutsaarts et al., 2007; Steenbergen et al., 2007; Martins et al., 2009), the present study likely reflects a
specific impairment in the actual motor imagery process, that is partly affected by the biomechanical constraints of the subject as well.

Previous studies have reported an RRN both for the rotation of hand stimuli (Heil, 2002; Thayer and Johnson, 2006) and for the rotation of letter or numeric stimuli (Wijers et al., 1989; Rieckens and Jagla, 2008) and accordingly, the RRN has been interpreted as a neural correlate of the actual motor rotation process. A long debated issue in cognitive science concerns the question whether mental rotation can be accomplished with or without modality-specific processing, i.e., recruitment of the same brain areas as used for perception and action (for review, see Pylyshyn, 2002).

Interestingly, the finding that the RRN for the mental rotation of hands is related to one’s motor capabilities suggests that participants engaged in a motor imagery process related to the rotation of their own hands. This finding suggests a direct connection between the motor imagery process and the biomechanical constraints of the participant and is in line with recent studies that have shown comparable effects of motor impairments on both motor imagery, action observation and recognition of body parts (for review, see Corradi-Dell’Acqua and Tessari, 2010). For instance, in a recent study it was found that hemiplegic subjects showed an impairment in the recognition of actions that were performed with the affected body part (Serino et al., 2010). Together these studies support the notion that motor imagery is an embodied process, that recruits neural resources related to the control and execution of real actions (for similar findings, see Parsons, 1994; de Lange et al., 2006; Helmich et al., 2009).

A critical question is whether participants with right-sided HCP and left-handed control participants are matched in terms of cerebral dominance. One could argue that HCP participants had a genetic predisposition to become right-handed prior to their prenatal brain injuries. However, although genetic factors play some role in determining handedness, hand preference is determined by environmental factors as well (for review, see Laurens et al., 2009). Because HCP participants were forced to use their left hands from birth onward, they are well matched with left-handed control participants in terms of motor experience. In addition, a recent study underlines the plasticity of the human motor system, by showing a comparable left-hemispheric lateralization of the central sulcus for adult “converted” left-handers – who had been forced as children to write with their right hand – as right-handers (Kloppel et al., 2010). Together these findings suggest that the comparison between left-handed control participants and subjects with HCP is warranted.

In the present study, only limited information on the individual neuropathology (i.e., onset and causes of brain injury; brain areas affected) of the HCP participants was available. Previous studies have shown large individual variability in terms of the brain areas affected in HCP, ranging from lesions in both gray and white matter, brain malformations to no detectable abnormalities at all (Wu et al., 2006; Korzeniewski et al., 2008). Still, the present study suggests that HCP participants – despite individual variability in neuropathology – are characterized by a functional deficit to use motor imagery. Moreover, the finding that the neural correlate of the motor imagery process (i.e., the RRN) was inversely related to the severity of the motor impairment opens interesting avenues for future studies that should address the relation between brain and behavior in more detail.

In sum, the main finding of the present study is that participants with HCP are characterized by a general motor impairment, accompanied by a compromised motor imagery process. More specifically, whereas previous studies using reaction time measures have provided only limited evidence for motor imagery impairments in HCP (Mutsaerts et al., 2007; Steenbergen et al., 2007; Martins et al., 2009), the present study provides better insight in the neural and temporal dynamics underlying motor imagery in HCP. The reduced RRN suggests a specific impairment in the actual motor imagery process (i.e., the mental rotation of hands), rather than in the initial recognition of hand stimuli (cf. Overney et al., 2005) or in the selection of a response (see however, van Elk et al., 2010). Thereby these findings extend previous studies that have suggested that action planning deficits in participants with HCP may be related to an impaired ability to use motor imagery (Steenbergen and Gordon, 2006; Mutsaarts et al., 2007).
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